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“Antique Tile” Scrappy Block  

12.5” x 12.5” 
 

Scrappy Block Patterns use my “Speedy Solutions Scrap Techniques” by Lori 

Dickman; Watch the Speedy Solutions Techniques Video Link HERE  
   

Fabric scraps to pull from your stash: 
 

Lights: (2) 5” squares (cut in ½ & trimmed to 2.5”x4.5” to create 

rectangles; (4) 2.5” squares 

Mediums: (2) 5” (green) squares (cut in ½ & trimmed to 2.5”x4.5” 

to create rectangles); (2) 5” (pink) squares (cut in ½ & trimmed to 

2.5”x4.5” to create rectangles.   

Darks: (1) 4.5” (blue) square 
  
Create the Block: 

1. First, create the Corner units using the 2.5”x 4.5” rectangles, 

along with the 2.5” Medium (pink) squares & the 2.5” Light squares. [The 

rectangles are created when cutting the 5” Mediums (pinks) in half & 

trimming away ½” from one end]. Square up each unit to 4.5”  

a. Make a total of (4) Corner units for EACH Block you are creating. 
 

2. Create the (4) center units using the Medium (green) 2.5” x 4.5” rectangles 

and the Light 2.5”x4.5” rectangles.  

a. Make a total of (4) center units for EACH block you are making. 

Square up each unit to 4.5” 
 

3. Piece the Antique Tile Block together in 3 rows of 3 units as shown. NOTE that the 

center square is simply the 4.5” Dark (blue) square. Be sure to orient all corner units and 

center units properly within the block as shown in the diagram below: 

 

 Row One 

 

 

 Row Two 

 

  Row Three 

 

 

4. Once sewn together, press & square up the block to 12.5”.  
 

Your “Antique Tile” Block is ready to use! 

Happy Quilting! -  Lori Dickman - QuiltingWithLori.com 

https://quiltingwithlori.com/
https://youtu.be/9kaMbE0YSfM


 

 

Below is an idea on a simple quilt layout for the “Antique Tile” wall quilt! 

There is so much you can do with the block & your imagination!  

 

Have fun using up your scraps to create beautiful quilts! 

 

Lori Dickman 

https://QuiltingWithLori.com 

QuiltingWithLori@gmail.com  
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